a great audio solution ...

The artistic vision of the interior designer and the fire of the passionate music
lover coalesce in the KIN Force. It possesses the stylish form to match the slim
dimensions of today’s big screens and Totem’s majestic voice and surreal imaging
that connects you to the action.
Discover the KIN Force, the latest audio solution by Totem.
www.totemacoustic.com

Specifications / Features
Whether mounted above or
below the TV or perched upon
furniture, KIN Force will project
Totem’s enormous and holographic
soundstage. Add the KIN Sub10 and
marvel at how a system so discreet
can sound so big.

Design:			

On wall Speaker

Frequency Response:

57Hz – 21kHz

Woofers:			

6 x 4” MHEX woofers

Tweeter: 			

3 x 1” Titanium

At 47 ¼” / 120 cm wide, KIN Force
is perfectly proportioned for 55”
screens and larger. Its remarkably
shallow depth of only 3 ½” / 9cm
makes KIN Force comparable to the
mounted depth of most TVs.

				

Injected Soft Dome

Impedence: 		

6 ohm

KIN Force plentifully packs
proprietary Totem technology
into its lean cabinet. Each of the
three channels features a pair of
our renowned 4” MHEX woofers,
composed of multiple layers of
phenolic honeycomb and woven
synthetics, to develop powerful bass
that defy the slender enclosure.
The 1” Titanium Infused Soft Dome
counterbalances them perfectly with
precise, effervescent clarity.
A rugged bracket to allow a secure,
flush mount installation and rubber
feet that provide sound isolation
when placed upon furniture are
included.

Sensitivity:			90dB
Power Handeling:

20-125w RMS

Dimensions (HxWxD): 139 x 1200 x 89 mm /
				

5 ½ x 47 ¼ x 3 ½”

Weight:			

24.5 lb / 11.11 kg

Break-in Time:		

50 - 100 hours

Included Accessories:
Magnetic Grille, Wall Bracket & Adhesive feet

Available Finishes: Black and white

About Totem Acoustic
Created in 1987, Totem’s mission is to develop loudspeakers capable of reproducing a truly
involving performance. Our goal is to provide designs that are affordable, cosmetically timeless,
and invoke an emotional response. Music, movies, TV, and video games are accurately rendered
with a powerful focus that is yet soul stirring.
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